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“Place names supply in full measure linguistic information of a kind that is 
absent in archaeology and usually ignored or blurred in the historical 
records” 

F.T.Wainwright1 
 
 

Objective 
This article intends to take an over-view of the place names2 of Ganjam 
(undivided) district of Orissa and to analyze them from ethno-linguistic 
perspective and show how the toponymy of Ganjam reflects the multi-
lingual and multi-ethnic plurality of the region from time immemorial. In 
1991 Census, Ganjam had a total of 4747 Census villages, which includes 
525 uninhabited villages.  
 

Place Names 
Structurally, place names all over the world seem to be following a near-
universal system of formation. The ‘specific- generic system’ seems to be 
‘super-linguistic’3, though it has to function within a particular language and 
accommodate itself to the phonological, morphological and lexical rules of 
that language.  The toponymy of Ganjam, as in most other regions, follows a 
pattern of ‘specific preceding its generic,’ i.e. the specific occurring as a 
prefix and generic as a suffix. Besides, there are single-component place 
names, which do not have a separate prefix- suffix division but simply occur 
as mono-word place names.  
 
Our study of the place names of Ganjam reveals the occurrence of many 
such single- component place names. They include many disyllabic place 
names such as Ora, Goba, Jimi, Huma,Hill, Sama, Angu, Saru , Tulu, Dura, 



Tada, Usta, Badi, Raya, Daha, Bori, Nada, Digi, Jeak, Saba, Digi, Putu, Jera, 
Sara, Loba, Tili, Mada, Guma, Beba, Gira, Leda, Sari, Aril, Guma, Logu, 
Jiba, Uama, Muri, Goli, Kera, , Patu, Alam, Thai, Jada, Juba, Raba and 
Renu. As a thumb-rule, the mono-word place names are more ancient than 
the double -component (Arjuna Palli = specific+generic) or multi-
component- place names (Bada Santara Pur= (adjective+specific+generic). 
There are mono-word place names in Ganjam, which have more than two 
syllables, yet the words occur as single-components, without having a 
division of prefix- suffix. Place names such as Abeda, Olama, Laida,Golia, 
Ajuti, Sukai, Akili come under this category.  
 

The Generic and the Specific 
In comparison to the place name specifics, the place name generics are more 
stable and long-lasting. Even as the speakers of one language replace the 
speakers of another language in a particular region, the possibility of out 
right change of all the place names is remote. That is how England still holds 
on to some of the place names given by the pre-Celtic settlers, even now.4 
That is how Palamau region in Bihar, though not inhabited by Mundas, 
retains Mundarian place names.5 In Orissa, many villages inhabited by 
Oraons, a Dravidian tribe, bear the names given by Mundas, the earlier 
settlers. The generics, which have thus acquired a kind of immortality, are 
called ‘fossilized generics.’6 Hence, a study of place name generics has the 
potential to reveal the obscure avenues of the past. As we propose to do an 
illustrative study of the toponymy of Ganjam with reference to the ethno-
linguistic profile of the region, a linguistic –family wise approach will be in 
order rather than adopting a statistical approach of cataloguing all the place 
name generics that occur within the toponymic corpus of the area. 
Considering the fact that Ganjam is home to all the three major linguistic 
families, namely Austro-Asiatic, Dravidian and Indo- Aryan, a sample 
survey of generics in that order may be appropriate. However, we will be 
citing some place name specifics as evidence to support our view point on 
the subject. 
 

Austro-Asiatic 
‘Singi’ as a place name suffix occurs 102 times in Ganjam. For the sake of 
brevity, all such place names are not listed here. However, a few of them are 
cited as examples. They are: Abasingi, Adasingi, Alarasingi, Bitisingi, 
Borasingi, Burusingi, Engarsingi, Gadasingi, Kaisingi, Kimbusingi, 



Labarsingi, Munisingi, Odasingi, Rengisingi, Samasingi, Sarasingi, 
Tabarsingi, Tamasingi, Titisingi, Tuburusingi and Udasingi. 
 
In the language of Saoras, sing or singi means ‘a house’, ‘a living place’. 
Hence, the occurrence of ‘Singi’ as a place name generic in the Saora 
dominant areas of Ganjam region makes sense, for the very term conveys a 
sense of habitat or settlement. In the whole of Orissa, ‘Singi’ as a suffix 
occurs 126 times, out of which 102 occur in Ganjam. Except three, all other 
occurrences appear in tribal districts only, particularly in the districts of 
Koraput and Mayurbhanj, where the tribes speak Austro-Asiatic languages.  
 
Besides, in Ganjam we come across ‘Sing’ as a suffix in 50 instances. ‘Sing’ 
is merely a variant of ‘Singi’, for both the terms convey the same meaning in 
the Saora language, i.e. ‘a house’, ‘a living place’. Besides, we are able to 
find exact parallels in place names such as Adasing- Adasingi; Betarsing-
Betarsingi; Engarsing- Engarsingi; Odasing-Odasingi.  
 
‘Singa’ seems to be another suffix closely associated, semantically, with 
‘Sing’ and ‘Singi’, for we come across place names such as Barusinga, 
Chhakasinga, Randasinga, Sauragadosinga, Silisinga and Tibisinga. The 
probable Austric link of this generic can be assessed from the occurrence of 
‘Saura’ as a qualifying prefix in Sauragadosinga. We have reason to hold 
that the generics such as ‘Sing’, ‘Singa’ and ‘Singi’ might have had their 
origin on a single etymological base. 
 
‘Ring’ seems to be another generic of Austric origin. There are four places 
in Ganjam with ‘ring’ as the suffix. They are: Budring, Gadring, Kamering 
and Sindhiring. As in the case of ‘Sing’- ‘Singa’- ‘Singi’, we come across 
place names, Sindhiringa, Bisiringi, Murangicmaringi, Naringi, etc. In these 
cases, the generic material ‘ring’ acquires vowel endings such as ‘a’ and ‘i’.  
 
‘Ling’ as a suffix occurs four times as in the case of Kimling, Dhobaling, 
Odiling and Tsrling. Expectedly, ‘linga’ occurs as a generic. There is a place 
called Linga, which occurs as a mono-word place name. The place names 
such as Kalinga, Phiinga and Baghalinga are other examples. It is relevant to 
note that the designation Kalinga represents one of the most ancient 
identities of the territory, now known as Orissa, particularly the southern 
Orissa. Similarly, ‘lingi’ occurs as suffix on 14 occasions. They are: 
Allalingi, Amaralingi, Bipilingi, Khallingi, Khandialingi, Kotilingi, Malingi, 



Potalingi, Sindhilingi (2), Singarsilingi, Srurakinchilingi, Taladanstalingi 
and Uparadantalingi.  
 
‘Dang’ as a suffix occurs in the case of Lambadang. ‘Danga’ occurs as a 
generic in as many as eight cases, namely Badadodanga, Baradanga, 
Bhitaradodanga, Gadanga, Haradanga, Kidanga, Sidhamadanga and 
Sundardanga. ‘Dangi’ occurs as a suffix in three cases, namely Badabadangi, 
Badangi and Sodangi.  
 
In all the cases cited above, the phonetic element that is constant is ‘ng’. 
This can be seen in the case of other place names such as Betingi, Gurungi, 
Hadubhangi, Jadingi, Khidingi, Kitangi, Kudingi, Kullangi,Latingi, 
Ludungi, Mayangi, Minangi, Naringi, Rubangi, Surangi, etc.  
 
Apart from these ‘ng’- centric generics, certain place name specifics as well 
provide evidence to the Austric dimension of the Ganjam toponymy. We 
may discuss a few such cases.  
 
The term Buru denotes ‘hill’ in the Munda language. When the primitive 
tribes went about naming the geographical features, Buru (hill) as an entity 
could not have been missed as a place name material. The geographical 
names are expected to be more ancient than the habitat names as the process 
of naming might have started even before the settled habitat living of the 
prehistoric people. Hence, a survey of prefix ‘Buru’ can provide useful 
inputs. ‘Buru’ as a prefix occurs as many as 28 times in Ganjam, preceding a 
variety of generics. Place names such as Burujhola, Burupada, Burukudi, 
Burusingi, Burusunda, Burutulu and Burujang can be cited as examples. The  
place name Burusingi, which is a combination of ‘Buru’ as specific and 
‘Singi’ as generic, deserves special attention, for we can suggest a 
convincing etymology for both the words within Austro-Asiatic. Besides, 
barring a few in Puri, Cuttack and Balasore districts, most of the 70 place 
names with ‘Buru’ as prefix occur only in the tribal pockets of Orissa. The 
occurrence of Buru as a mono-word place name in the adjoining district of 
Phulbani can be indicative of the earlier settlement of Mundarian speaking 
people in those areas.  
 
In Munda, Kili as a term denotes ‘clan’, ‘clan-name’. ‘Kili’ as a place name 
prefix occurs only five times in Orissa, in the place names of Kiliganda 
(Ganjam), Kilimasi (Koraput), Kilisingi (Phulbani), Kilinda (Sundargarh) 
and Kilipal (Cuttack). The Austro-Asiatic orientation of the prefix can be 



assumed for four out of the five ‘Kili’ prefixed place names occur in tribal 
dominated districts. The occurrence of ‘Kili’ in the combination of the 
confirmed Austro-Asiatic generic ‘Singi’ strengthens our argument. Besides, 
it is logical that primitive people associated a term that denotes ‘clan’ as a 
place name material for the very process of establishing a new village is a 
group activity involving the clan members of the tribe. 
 
The term Kula denotes ‘tiger’ in the Munda language. In a forest-centric 
primitive environment it is natural that a term that denotes ‘tiger’ occurs as a 
place name specific. In Ganjam, we come across place names such as 
Kulapada, Kulagada, Kulapathar and Kulang. 
 
The term Oda means ‘house’ in Munda language. In Ganjam, there are place 
names such as Odasing, Odasingi and Odanai. The term Kode denotes 
‘millet’ in Munda. ‘Kode’ as a place name prefix is used very rarely in 
Orissa. There are only three instances which includes a lone instance in 
Ganjam namely Kodeda. The Saora gods are known as Kittung and we come 
across place name such as Kitungul, Kitumba in Ganjam. 
 
On the basis of the above evidence, it can be held that the toponymy of 
Ganjam region retains considerable Austro-Asiatic elements in the form of 
generics as well as specifics. 
 

Dravidian 
Ganjam is the gateway to Orissa and it borders Telugu speaking State of 
Andhra Pradesh. Historically, certain parts of what is now known as 
northern Andhra Pradesh, formed part of ancient Kalinga kingdom.  Ganjam 
and Koraput regions formed parts of the erstwhile Madras Presidency till 
1936, when the State of Orissa was carved out on the linguistic basis. Even 
now, a large number of Telugu speaking people live in Ganjam region. 
Hence, the Dravidian markers on the toponymy of Ganjam are hardly a 
surprise. 
 
Let us start with generics first. A generic can be identified as Dravidian on 
the basis of a convincing etymology available within the Dravidian corpus 
and on the basis of its occurrence predominantly in the Dravidian speaking 
southern States.  
 



Of all the generics seemingly having a Dravidian origin, ‘Palli’ is most 
popular in Ganjam. Palli is a Dravidian term with a convincing etymology in 
many Dravidian languages. In Tamil, palli denotes ‘hamlet’, ‘herdsman’s 
village’,  ‘hermitage’, ‘temple’, ‘palace’, ‘workshop’, ‘sleeping place’, 
‘school’ and ‘room’. In Malayalam, the term occurs in the same sense. In 
Kannadam, the term has two variants, i.e palli and halli, both used in the 
same sense. We come across poly in Toda, palli in Kodagu and palli and 
halli in Tulu. However, in the context of our present study, occurrence of 
this term in Telugu is more relevant. In Telugu, palli means ‘village’, ‘hut’; 
palliya and palle mean ‘small village.’ This is comparable with the Sanskrit 
usages palli and pallika that denote ‘small village’ (especially a settlement 
of wild tribes), ‘hut’ and ‘house.’ 7 The fact that the term makes s sense of a 
‘habitat’ in many Dravidian languages including tribal languages like Toda 
will vouch for the antiquity of the term and its Dravidan base.  
 
There are 391 place names with ‘Palli’ ending found in Ganjam, which 
include a lone occurrence of Palli as a mono-word place name. We are not 
furnishing the entire list of such place names. However, an illustrative list 
that shows the occurrence of Palli in the combination of a variety of prefixes 
will be in order. The list: Ambilapalli, Arakhapalli, Arjunapalli, Ariyapalli, 
Asokapalli, Badapalli, Bainapalli, Baniapalli, Benipalli, Brahmapalli, 
Chakeipalli, Chandapalli, Dayapalli, Dungapalli, Gokulapalli, Gudipalli, 
Hirapalli, Jagannathpalli, Kanakapalli, Kandhapalli, Kendupalli, 
Khajuripalli, Kusapalli, Lanjiapalli, Madhupalli, Mandiapalli, Matiapalli, 
Nandanapalli, Nimapalli, Nuapalli, Palasapalli, Ramapalli, Samantiapalli, 
Sasanpalli, Saurapalli, Sunapalli, Teliapalli, Totapalli, Ujalapalli and 
Venakatarayapalli. In Ganjam, Palli also occurs as a prefix in five occasions 
namely Pallibandha, Palligumula, Pallipadma, Pallipadmapur and 
Pallisamantarapur.  
 
‘Kudi’ as a suffix occurs six times in Ganjam. The place names are: Ankudi, 
Belakudi, Bhramarkudi, Bhuskudi, Burukudi and Duburakudi. ‘Gudi’ is a 
variant of ‘Kudi’ and the word occurs as a suffix in 12 place names such as 
Baligudi, Gambharigudi, Jangudi, Jugudi, Kaithagudi, Krupagudi, Luhagudi, 
Mahagudi, Muchurugudi, Panagudi, Pangudi and Rangagudi. Besides, 
‘Kudi’ and ‘Gudi’ occur as prefix on two and sixteen occasions respectively. 
Kudi is a Dravidian term that occurs in almost all the Dravidian languages 
from Tamil in the South to Brahui in Baluchistan. In Tamil, Kudi denotes, 
‘house’, ‘abode’, ‘family’, ‘lineage’, ‘town’ and ‘tenants.’ It is relevant to 
note that in Kui language, spoken in some parts of Ganjam and Phulbani, 



gudi means ‘central room of house’ and ‘living room’. In Telugu, kotika 
means ‘hamlet’; gudi denotes ‘temple’ and gudise means ‘hut.’ 8 
 
Ur is a popular expression to convey the sense of ‘a village’. In Tamil, Ur 
denotes ‘village’, ‘town’ and ‘city’.9 In Telugu, in the usage of Ur normally 
a vowel ending ‘u’ is added for euphonic purpose and the term is thus 
expressed as Uru. The term Ur was used as a borrowed term in Prakrit Ura, 
which means ‘village.’ 
 
Like ‘Palli’, ‘Guda’ is one of the most popular Dravidian suffixes used in the 
Ganjam region. ‘Guda’ as a suffix is used in 133 place names in Ganjam.  
To cite a few examples: Amalaguda, Bayaguda, Boriguda, Gariaguda, 
Hatiguda, Keluguda, Litiguda, Pipiliguda, Solaguda and Udayaguda. In 
Telugu and in Kannadam, the term gudda denotes ‘hill’, ‘mountain.’10  In 
Telugu, gudaru denotes, ‘tent’ and ‘camp.’ 11 
 
Malai is a term in Tamil, which denotes ‘hill’ and ‘mountain.’ In Telugu, the 
term is expressed as Mala and this can be compared with Sanskrit Malaya.12 
However, the Dravidian etymology for the term is widely accepted. In 
Ganjam region, ‘Mala’ as a suffix is used in the case of place names such as 
Baimala, Bolamala, Kundubadijholamala, Shabimala, Taramala and 
Tikamala.  
 
Hence, it can be safely assumed that the toponymy of Ganjam has got a 
significant input from Dravidian languages due to the presence of Telugu 
speaking population and other Dravidian tribes like Khonds, who speak Kui 
language in the vicinity. 
 

Indo-Aryan 
As the majority of the people of Ganjam speak Oriya, an Indo-Aryan 
language, we need not strive hard to find evidence of Indo-Aryan elements 
in the toponymy of Ganjam.  We may analyze the Indo-Aryan impact on the 
toponymy of Ganjam in two ways, first by surveying the occurrence of few 
selected suffixes of known Indo-Aryan etymology or association; second, 
through a comparative study in random of the place names of Ganjam with 
the place names of Iran, the considered homeland of the Aryans.  
 
With 772 occurrences, ‘Pur’ is the most popular suffix in the toponymy of 
Ganjam. Pur as a term to denote ‘a rampart’, ‘stronghold’, ‘city’ or ‘town’ 



has been used since Vedic times.13 However, there is an alternate view with 
regard to the etymology of Puram, a suffix used widely in South India.14 In 
Ganjam, ‘Pur’ as a suffix is used in the combination of a variety of words. 
Considering the widespread occurrence of the suffix we refrain from 
furnishing the entire list and cite a few examples. They are: Abhayapur, 
Ambapur, Anangapur, Balarampur, Basudevpur, Bilaspur, Chatrapur, 
Danapur, Gangapur, Gopalpur, Gopinathpur, Haripur, Jaganathpur, Jayapur, 
Jenapur, Kalyanpur, Kamalapur, Laxmipur, Madanpur, Nandapur, 
Narayanpur, Padmapur, Purusottampur, Rajapur, Risipur, Santospur and 
Tulasipur. 
 
‘Sasan’ is a typical Indo-Aryan suffix. In India, Sasan as a mono-word place 
name (without prefix-suffix division) occurs 29 times. Out of them, eight are 
in Orissa, including a lone occurrence in Ganjam. It is relevant to note that 
Sasan as a place name material does not occur anywhere in South India. It 
does not occur in the tribal areas as well. Hence, the Indo-Aryan orientation 
of the name is obvious. Apart from the lone occurrence indicated above, 
Sasan as a suffix occurs in 18 more places. Out of these, a place name called 
Kashmirsasan indicates the Indo-Aryan orientation of the name.  The place 
names such as Gopalpursasan, Narayanapursasan, Jaganathpursasan and 
Damodarpursasan can be cited as a few more examples. Sasan is an 
excellent example to prove the validity and relevance of place names in the 
study of history. In Orissa, there is a concept of ‘Sasan Village’. Sasan 
villages are tax-free villages given in favor of Brahmin families as a gift by 
the ruling Kings of Orissa. As Sasan as a designation is intimately connected 
with this concept of tax-free villages, the use of Sasan as a generic in a place 
name is expected to be restricted to only those villages. In Orissa, the 
distribution of ‘Sasan’ suffixed place names is clearly restricted only to 
those areas where the concept was in vogue.  
 
‘Prasad’ is another typical Indo-Aryan suffix found in Orissa. In Ganjam, we 
come across seven such places namely, Jaganathprasad (4), Durgaprasad, 
Narayanprasad and Angnyaprasad. It is relevant to note that ‘Prasad’ as a 
suffix does not occur anywhere in southern parts of India. 
 
‘Sahi’ is another typical Indo-Aryan suffix found only in northern and 
eastern parts of India and not in southern India. It is interesting to note that 
out of 795 places in India that bear ‘Sahi’ suffixed names, as many as 638 
are located in Orissa. In Ganjam alone, we come across 98 such place 
names. 



 
‘Gam’ is a popular place name suffix in Orissa. The origin of this suffix can 
be traced to the Sanskrit word Grama, which means ‘village’. In Ganjam, we 
come across 79 ‘gam’ suffixed place names. 
 

Comparative Toponymy of Ganjam and Iran 
This author in his earlier papers had indicated the existence of identical 
place name clusters, which are common to Iran and Orissa.15 The popular 
place names such as Puri, Konarak, Chilika, Kanas, Gop, Pipili and Dhauli 
have their parallels in Iran.16 We intend to provide an illustrative list of 
identical place names found in Iran and Ganjam. Prior to that, it may be 
beneficial to discuss the occurrence of certain place names in Ganjam area 
that are crucial to the theme of this paper. Let us start with the place name 
Ganjam itself. Ganj is a mono-word place name in the countries like Iran, 
Afganistan and Pakistan. Ganjan is a place name in Iran. Whether the place 
names Ganj, Ganja and Ganjan found in Iran and other countries to the north 
west of India have anything to do with the  place name material Ganjam or 
not has to be seen in the context other place names that are common to both 
the regions.  
 
Let us take up a mono-word place name called Bam. An Iranian town called 
Bam became internationally known recently due to a devastative earthquake 
that shook the town.17 This town in Iran is a site of an ancient culture and 
remnants of 2000 year old citadel made of mud have been a tourist 
attraction. Our interest in this name is from the point of view of comparative 
toponymy. In Iran, Bam occurs as a mono-word place name eight times. In 
India, Bam as a place name occurs seven times. These include four such 
occurrences in Orissa. Of the four, one is in Ganjam. In view of the fact that 
Bam as a place name does not occur anywhere in southern India, we can rule 
out a Dravidian etymology. Considering the fact that Bam as a place name is 
common to Iran (this name does not occur as such in Afganistan and 
Pakistan) and certain pockets of India, the Indo-Iranian connection of the 
name seems probable. We are not sure about the etymology of the name- but 
transfer of this unique place name can be an indicator of ancient migrations.  
 
The place name Berhampur, the name of the largest town in Ganjam, itself 
seems to be having a strong Iranian connection.18 The genesis of prefix 
‘Berham’ in the place name is traceable to the Yazata of victory in 
Zoroastrian pantheon of ancient Iran, namely Berham. 19Besides, Behram is 



the name of the one of the three holy fires sacred to fire-worshipping people 
of the ancient Iran.20  Against this background, we may now enlist an 
illustrative account of some place names that occur both in Iran and Ganjam.  
 
Identical place names can occur accidentally here and there as a phonetic 
coincidence. But identical place names occurring in large numbers that too 
in a cluster, within definable geographical areas, far removed from each 
other cannot be dismissed as mere accident. When the place names are 
transferred from one region to another through migrations or otherwise, the 
place names may undergo modifications. At times they make new 
combinations with the old generics, which were prevalent in that area. 
However, when mono-word place names transferred as such to a new 
location they become real footprints to reconstruct the course of ancient 
migrations. Hence, a close study of the occurrence of mono-word place 
names seems desirable.  
 
In Ganjam, we come across a number of mono-word place names, which 
have their exact parallels in Iran. Some of those parallels are listed here. The 
place names of Ganjam with their Iranian counterparts (given within 
brackets) are as follow: 
 
Alam (Alam), Angu (Angu), Bam (Bam), Sama (Sama), Saru (Saru), Tulu 
(Tulu), Usta (Usta), Putu (Putu), Jera (Jera), Sara (Sara), Sari (Sari), Goli 
(Goli), Muri (Muri), Patu (Patu),  Aliar (Aliar), Amara (Amara), Sagan 
(Sagan), Sarka (Sarka), Sasan (Sasan), Satar (Satar), Tajar (Tajar), Tuman 
(Tuman),Amera (Ameri), Aska (Ashka), Jakar (Jokar), Movel (Movil), 
Huma (Humeh), Saba (Sabah), Mada (Madah), Guma (Gumeh), Leda 
(Ledar), Tada (Tadavan), Gira (Giravan), Abeda (Abed), Alara (Alari).  
 
As the people in ancient days migrated, the place names did migrate along 
with them. The migrating tribes carried with their meager belongings a 
heavy load of beliefs, faiths, myths, ethnic memories and of course, the 
place names of their ancestral lands. Place names formed parts of their 
baggage. Sometimes, the names of their earlier settlements were transplanted 
as such in the new found land and in some other cases they underwent 
additions, deletions or mutations. Thus Alam, Bam, Angu, Usta of Iran got 
repeated in different parts of India including Ganjam; probably the place 
name Tada acquired suffixes like ‘pani’ as in the case of Tadapani in Orissa.  
 
 



 

Conclusion 
On the basis of above discussion, we may arrive at following conclusions: 
The toponymy of Ganjam region contains inputs from various linguistic 
families and ethnic groups. The occurrence of generics that can be assigned 
to Austro-Asiatic, Dravidian and Indo-Aryan families within Ganjam region 
is indicative of the multi-ethno-linguistic mosaic of the region. We may not 
be able to give a convincing etymology for each specific and generic. But, 
the fact remains that these place names remain a ‘fossil representations’ of a 
remote past. A close study of the process of mono-word place names 
acquiring various specifics and generics to become multi-component place 
names would reveal the ancient settlement history. A study of spatial 
distribution of various generics within the region and its vicinity can throw 
light on the inter regional and intra regional migrations. To sum up, we may 
say the toponymy of Ganjam is in a way has tenaciously preserved some 
unknown aspects of the history and pre-history of the region. 
*** 
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